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Abstract
Background
A number of important applications in medicine and biomedical research,
including quality of care surveillance and identification of prospective study subjects,
require identification of large cohorts of patients with specific clinical characteristics.
Currently used conventional techniques are either labor-intensive or imprecise, while
natural language processing-based applications are relatively slow and expensive.
Specific Aims
In this thesis we describe the design and formal evaluation of PACT - a suite of
rapid, accurate, and easily portable software tools for identification of patients with
specific clinical characteristics through analysis of the text of physician notes in the
electronic medical record.
Methods
PACT algorithm is based on sentence-level semantic analysis. The major steps
involve identification of word tags (e.g. name of the disease or medications exclusively
used to treat the disease) specific for the clinical characteristics in the sentences of the
physician notes. Sentences with word tags and negative qualifiers (e.g. "rule out
diabetes") are excluded from consideration. PACT can also identify quantitative (e.g.
blood pressure, height, weight) and semi-quantitative (e.g. compliance with medical
treatment) clinical characteristics.
PACT performance was evaluated against blinded manual chart review (the "gold
standard") and currently used computational methods (analysis of billing data).
Resul][ts
Evaluation of PACT demonstrated it to be rapid and highly accurate. PACT
processed 6.5 to 8.8x 105 notes/hour (1.0 to 1.4 GB of text / hour). When compared to the
gold standard of manual chart review, PACT sensitivity ranged (depending on the patient
characteristic being extracted from the notes) from 74 to 100%, and specificity from 86 to
100%. K statistic for agreement between PACT and manual chart review ranged from
0.67 to 1.0 and in most cases exceeded 0.75, indicating excellent agreement. PACT
accuracy substantially exceeded the performance of currently used techniques (billing
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data analysis). Finally, index of patient non-compliance with physician recommendations
computed by PACT was shown to correlate with the frequency of annual Emergency
Department visits: patients in the highest quartile for the index of non-compliance had
50% as many annual visits as the patients in the lowest quartile.
Conclusion
PACT is a rapid, precise and easily portable suite of software tools for extracting
focused clinical information out of free text clinical documents. It compares favorably
with computation techniques currently available for the purpose (where ones exist). It
represents an important advance in the field, and we plan to continue to develop this
concept further to improve its performance and functionality.
Thesis Supervisor: Isaac S. Kohane, MD, PhD
Title: Lawrence J. Henderson Associate Professor of Health Sciences and Technology
Director, Children's Hospital Informatics Program
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Introduction
The goal of this project was to develop a suite of software tools that could rapidly
and accurately extract focused clinical information from free text physician notes in the
electronic medical record.
Medical record contains many classes of information: laboratory results,
radiology reports, billing data, encounter records, procedure reports, etc. Of all of these,
physician notes are the most valuable because they document the conclusions of the
integrated evaluation of the patient's health by that takes into account all other sources of
information, both in- and outside of the medical record.
At the same time physician notes are frequently the least structured component of
the medical record, and automatic extraction of specific information from them is
technically challenging. A number of efforts have been made, most utilizing full or
partial parsing of the syntactic structure of the text. Many of these suffer from low
accuracy, and all are slow, costly (when commercialized) or unavailable to researchers
outside of the designer institution (when academic).
Consequently, we aimed to develop a suite of software tools for extraction of
clinical information from free text physician notes that would be characterized by the
following:
1. High accuracy
2. High speed enabling enterprise-wide application
3. Low cost
4. Adaptability to different queries
5. Portability across different operating platforms
Specific Aims
The goal of this project was to develop and evaluate a suite of software tools
which can identify patient cohorts with specific quantitative, semi-quantitative and
qualitative cilinical characteristics through analysis of fiee-text physician notes. This goal
was accomplished through the following specific aims:
A. To develop and formally evaluate a tool that can identify the following quantitative
patient characteristics through analysis of free-text physician notes:
a) blood pressure
b) height
c) weight
d) body mass index
B. To develop and formally evaluate a tool that can identify and quantify patient
compliance - a complex but clinically important patient characteristic that has been
hypothesized to play a crucial role in response to treatment in many diseases.
C. To develop and formally evaluate a tool that can identify patients with the following
qualitative clinical characteristics through analysis of free-text physician notes:
a) diabetes mellitus
b) hypertension
c) overweight
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Background
A number of important applications in medicine and biomedical research require
identification of large patient cohorts with specific clinical characteristics. These include,
among others, quality of care surveillance1 , identification of prospective subjects for
research studies 2 and clinical decision support 3.
Several approaches have been used to identify patients with specific conditions,
including death certificates 4, billing data5 7, and surveys8 . Each of these methods has its
own shortcomings and sensitivity remains relatively low. Consequently, manual chart
review remains the gold standard for identification of individuals diagnosed with a
particular disease. This is a labor-intensive and expensive process9 that is not scalable to
the level needed in a medium to large-size healthcare facility.
As most elements of the medical record are increasingly computerized, more data
becomes available for computer-assisted analysis. In particular, physician notes are a
very rich source of clinical information °, and are now commonly available in digital
format. However, the information in physician notes is unstructured and its analysis
presents a technical challenge".
There have been a number of attempts to identify clinical characteristics of
patients from the text of physician notes. Most of the early reports were characterized by
low sensitivity and specificity' 2 '5 . More recently, both academic' 6 and commercial' 7
tools were reported to have attained high accuracy in identifying clinical concepts from
free text. However, these tools require extensive manual training on the data set and are
slow (1 to 30 seconds to process a note) 7' . Additionally, commercially available
software is expensive and most academic systems are not freely available to the public.
Consequently there is an acute need for an inexpensive, accurate and rapid
method for identification of specific patient characteristics from unstructured medical
data. In this proposal we aim to address this need by developing and formally evaluating
PACT (PAtient Cohort identification through Text analysis) - a suite of software tools
that can identify patient cohorts with specific clinical characteristics through analysis of
free text physician notes.
Quality of care improvement and surveillance would be a particularly important
application of at tool like PACT. As more advanced electronic medical record systems
become available, health care facilities increasingly rely on structured patient health data
to monitor patient outcomes and implement clinical decision support tools".
Additionally, as healthcare payors are starting to move towards pay-for-performance
schemes where a fraction of reimbursement is dependent on the patients' clinical
outcomes19 , availability of structured patient data can affect healthcare facilities
financially as well.
We therefore selected for prototype development of PACT patient characteristics
that are likely to have the greatest influence on clinical outcomes. Obesity and
hypertension have reached epidemic proportions in the United States20 21. Both of these
are independent risk factors for cardiovascular disease - a number one cause of mortality
in this country2 2. Obesity is also a major risk factor for diabetes mellitus - itself a leading
cause of death2 2, but also frequently leading to development of coronary artery disease,
peripheral vascular disease, renal failure, and blindness. Together, obesity, hypertension
and insulin resistance (the pathophysiologic mechanism behind the more common form
of diabetes mellitus - type 2) are components of what has been termed "metabolic
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syndrome" or "syndrome X" - an increasingly common phenomenon that has been
shown to significantly increase both cardiovascular and overall mortality 3 .
The choice of qualitative patient characteristics lead to the selection of the
quantitative patient characteristics to be extracted. Knowledge of the patient's blood
pressure measurements is necessary to diagnose and manage hypertension, and height
and weight values are needed to calculate body mass index (seldom documented by
itself) which is a major assessment variable for obesity.
Diabetes mellitus, hypertension and obesity are all chronic medical conditions
that require daily lifelong treatment that includes both medications and lifestyle changes.
Unsurprisingly, patient compliance with rigorous treatment regimens for these conditions
is commonly less than perfect 24 -'7, and non-compliance has been linked to a deterioration
in clinical outcomes-, while successful interventions to improve treatment adherence
have been shown to improve outcomes 9. However, no effective method for assessing
patient compliance currently exists. Most commonly used techniques include patient
surveys and electronic medication dispensation devices, neither of which scales up well,
or pharmacy records which are often fragmented across multiple vendors30 . These
approaches are difficult to use in research settings and impossible to implement in routine
healthcare. We therefore included a tool that could rapidly obtain a measure of individual
patient compliance with physician recommendations across an entire healthcare facility in
the PACT suite.
Methods
Data
Patient data (physician notes and billing information) was obtained from Research
Patient Data Registry (RPDR) - a database maintained by Partners Healthcare System
which contains data on more than 1.5 million patients treated at Massachusetts General
Hospital (MGH) and Brigham and Women's Hospital (BWH) in Boston, MA from 1993
until present.
Hardware and Software
PACT was implemented in Perl 5.6.1 to insure cross-platform compatibility. Perl
regular expressions engine was used for the string and pattern matching detailed in the
Design section. It was tested under Linux OS on a AMD Opteron 32/64 2.1 GHz system
with 4 GB of RAM.
Design
The overall design of PACT is schematically represented in Figure 1. PACT takes
as input one or more files that contain the text of all physician notes for the patient
population being studied. It subsequently performs the following steps:
1. Identification of individual notes
Note headers were used to identify individual notes.
2. Identification and removal of duplicate documents
For each extracted document a unique document ID was created by appending the
number of characters in the document to a sequence of 10 letters that were located in
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positions L/10, 2*L/10, ... , L where L is the number of characters in the document.
Documents that were less than 10 characters in length were to be rejected; however,
there were no such documents in our data set because each document had a header
which alone was more than 10 characters in length.
3. Identification of individual sentences
A boundary between two sentences was identified if the following sequence of
characters was detected:
a. a whitespace character
b. a sequence of alphanumeric (A..Z, a..z, 0..9, _) characters which had to contain
either a vowel or a digit
c. a period, exclamation mark, or a question mark
d. one or more whitespace characters
e. any character but a lowercase letter
While this method of sentence boundary detection was less than perfectly accurate
due to high prevalence of abbreviations and frequent absence of punctuation in
physician notes, it was empirically found to be sufficient.
4. Location of word tags specific for the patient characteristic in the sentences
For each of the patient characteristics we have compiled a list of word tags -
morphemes, words, phrases, or acronyms that are specific for the characteristic.
These included the full name of the characteristic, related adjectives and acronyms,
medications and procedures used exclusively to treat the disease, etc. The list of word
tags for each of the patient characteristics we sought to identify is given in Table 1.
5. Identification of the specific word + numeric pattern for quantitative patient
characteristics
The following numeric patterns were required to identify quantitative patient
characteristics:
a. Blood pressure
The following pattern was required to identify blood pressure value in the text of
a note:
· two or three digits followed by forward slash followed by two digits
· this pattern has to follow the blood pressure word tag
· the number before the forward slash (systolic blood pressure) has to be larger
than the number after the forward slash (diastolic blood pressure)
· this pattern cannot be either preceded or followed by a forward slash (as in a
date)
· systolic blood pressure has to be between 50 and 300
· diastolic blood pressure has to be between 20 and 200
b. Height
The following pattern was required to identify height in the text of the note:
· height word tag (height / hgt /ht) followed by
· today (optional) followed by
· is / was / of (optional) followed by
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* X 'XX" or X feet XX inches or XX inches or XXX cm where 'X' represents a
digit
c. Weight
The following pattern was required to identify weight in the text of the note:
* weight word tag (weight I wght / wt) followed by
* today (optional) followed by
· is / was / of (optional) followed by
· two or three digits
d. Body Mass Index (BMI)
The following pattern was required to identify BMI:
· BMI word tag (BMI /bodv mass index) followed by
· today (optional) followed by
is / was / of (optional) followed by
· two optionally followed by a period with 1-2 digits
6. Identification of units of measurement for quantitative patient characteristics which
can be expressed in more than one unit
Both height and weight can be expressed in several different units: meters,
centimeters, feet, or inches for height, and kilograms vs. pounds for weight. We
empirically found that units are documented for the majority of height values. We
therefore required that the units be present in the sentence in order to be able to
quantify a patient's height. On the other hand, units were frequently not documented
for weight values. Therefore PACT recorded a weight value if one of the following
criteria was met:
a. Units were documented for that specific weight value
b. Units were not documented for that specific weight value but weight units were
documented elsewhere in the note apparently referring to the specific weight
value (e.g. 'Patients weight today is 120 and is down by 20 bs').
c. Units were not documented for that specific weight value but the same note had a
height value with documented units and a BMI value, from which the units for
weight could be calculated
d. Units were not documented for that specific weight value but were documented
for the same patient in other notes. In this case the mean value of the patient's
recorded weights was calculated using weight values with documented units from
other notes (which were converted to kilograms when recorded) and compared to
the current value. If the difference between the mean of recorded weight values
(which were all in kilograms) and the current value was less than 25%, kilograms
were assumed as units. Otherwise, if the difference between the mean of recorded
weight values and the current value multiplied by 0.4536 was less than 25%,
pounds were assumed as units.
7. Identification of negative qualifiers in the sentences
For each of the qualitative and semi-quantitative patient characteristics we compiled a
list of negative qualifiers - words or phrases which, when encountered in the same
sentence as a disease word tag, made it unlikely that the sentence asserted that the
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patient had the disease. We have identified four main categories of negative
qualifiers:
a) references to another disease (e.g. diabetes insipidus)
b) family history
c) non-confirmations (e.g. rule out hypertension)
d) negations
The first category of negative qualifiers is characteristic-specific (Table 1) while the
other three are common for all qualitative and semi-quantitative characteristics (Table
2).
8. Output
a) Quantitative characteristics
PACT determines the value of each of the quantitative characteristics for each
note where they were documented as well as the average value of each of the
quantitative characteristics over a given period of time. If several different values
were reported for the same quantitative characteristic in one note, all were
recorded. The exception from this rule was blood pressure which can vary
depending on the patient's anxiety, position, etc.; therefore the lowest blood
pressure value for each note was recorded.
b) Semi-quantitative characteristics
PACT calculates an "index of non-compliance" which is the ratio of the number
of times word tags specific for non-compliance were found in the patient's
physician notes to the number of notes.
c) Qualitative characteristics
PACT derives the conclusion about presence or absence of a qualitative patient
characteristic (e.g. diagnosis of a disease) based on the number of times word tags
specific for that characteristic were found in the patient's physician notes as well
as on the average value of a related quantitative characteristic (if applicable). The
thresholds required to make a conclusion with respect to a particular characteristic
were determined empirically and are detailed in Table 3.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the PACT design
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Table 1.
Patient Characteristic-Specific Word Tags and Negative Qualifiers.
Patient Word Tags Characteristic-specific negative
Characteristic qualifiers
Blood pressure blood pressure
BP
B/P
Vital signs N/A
V.S.
Physical exam(ination) 1
exam
xm
Height height N/A
hgt
ht
Weight weight/A
wght
wt
Body Mass Index body mass index N/A
BMI
Hypertension hypertens* pregnancy
HTN pregnant
high [BP] [pulm] [HTN]
elevated [BP] portal [HTN]
Endocrine-Hypertension
i It was empirically found that many physician notes documented a blood pressure in a phrase like Vital
signs: 120/70, hr 68, wt 135". We hypothesized - and empirically confirmed - that a finding of two or three
digits followed by a forward slash followed by two digits is sufficiently specific not to require an explicit
declaration of a "blood pressure" tag in presence of a more general "vital signs" or "physical examination"
tag.
.. Endocrine-Hypertension" is the name of a Division of the Department of Medicine at the Brigham and
Women's Hospital. Physicians at this Division see many patients with diagnoses other than hypertension
(i.e. patients with endocrine problems) and therefore it is not specific for diagnosis of hypertension.
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3 Acronym for "Did Not Keep Appointment"
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Patient Word Tags Characteristic-specific negative
Characteristic qualifiers
Overweight obes*
overweight
high BMI
elevated BMI N/A
increased BMI
gastric bypass
gastric banding
sibutramine
Treatment non-compliant
Compliance no show
DNKA 3
did not show
did not come N/A
did not keep appointment
missed appointment
did / does not wish
did / does not want
declined
refused
not taking
did not take
not interested
is reluctant
uncooperative
Word Tags
diabet*
*IDDM
glyburide
micronase
diabeta
prestab
glynase
glucovance
glipizide
glucotrol
metaglip
glimepiride
amaryl
chlorpropamide
diabinese
tolbutamide
orinase
toltab
talazamide
tolinase
repaglinide
prandin
nateglinide
starlix
acarbose
precose
miglitol
glyset
rosiglitazone
actos
lantus
glargine
glucometer
All word tags are case insensitive.
* wildcard expansion allowed in this direction
[HTN] can be either "HTN" or "hypertension"
[BP] can be either "'BP" or "blood pressure"
[pulm] can be either "pulm" or "pulmonary"
Characteristic-specific negative
qualifiers
insipidus
gestational
pregnancy
pregnant
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Patient
Characteristic
Diabetes mellitus
Negative Oualifiers
Table 2.
Common for All Oualitative Patient Characteristics
Family history Non-confirmation Negation
FH* work up for no
family check for not
parents at risk for doesn't
daughter screen didn't
son rule out denies
children unknown
child N/A
sibling negative
brother unlikely
mother
father
sister
nephew
niece
Table 3.
Criteria Used to Establish Diagnoses Using PACT Data
Disease Criteria
Diabetes mellitus WT > 2
Hypertension (WT > I OR BP > 1) AND (WT+BP) > 2
Overweight WT I OR BMI I OR WE > 1I
WT: Number of sentences with disease word tags but without negative qualifiers required
to establish diagnosis of the disease
BP: Number of blood pressure measurements where either systolic blood pressure > 140
or diastolic blood pressure >90
BMI: Number of sentences with body mass index reported > 24.9
WE: Number of sentences with weight reported greater than that which would result in a
BMI > 24.9 in a person who was less than two standard deviations above the mean
height for the gender.
Evaluation
Performance of PACT with respect to quantitative and semi-quantitative patient
characteristics was compared to manual chart review as no other established
computational method for identification of these characteristics currently exists.
Correlation of semi-quantitative characteristics with patient outcomes was also
determined.
Performance of PACT with respect to qualitative patient characteristics was
compared to two existing standards: manual chart review (the "gold standard") and
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computational ascertainment of diagnosis from billing codes (the currently used method
for identification of large patient cohorts with a particular diagnosis).
1. Quantitative Characteristics
1:50 physician notes (the number used in previous reports 18) were randomly
selected to assess the sensitivity and specificity of PACT identification of blood
pressure. 150 nutritionist notes were randomly selected to assess the sensitivity
and specificity of PACT identification of height, weight and body mass index.
The nutritionist notes were used because the low frequency of documentation of
height, weight and body mass index in the notes of physicians of other specialties
would have decreased the power of the study. Manual review by a board certified
internist (Alexander Turchin) blinded to the results of PACT was used as the gold
standard for calculation of sensitivity and specificity.
2. Semi-Quantitative Characteristics
The evaluation of PACT with respect to extraction of a semi-quantitative
patient characteristic (non-compliance with physician recommendations) from
physician notes was performed on three levels: individual sentences, patient notes,
and relationship with clinical outcomes.
For sentence-level validation 150 sentences were randomly selected from the
set of sentences where PACT detected a word tag specific for patient non-
compliance with physician recommendations. These sentences were manually
reviewed by a board-certified internist (Alexander Turchin) who either confirmed
or rejected the finding of documentation of patient non-compliance.
For note-level validation 30 patient records were randomly selected to assess
the accuracy of PACT quantification of patient compliance. 10 notes were
randomly selected from each record to be scanned by PACT (all notes were
selected if the record had a total of 10 or fewer notes). The same notes were also
manually reviewed by a board certified internist who did not participate in the
design of the program, and who was blinded to the results of PACT. The reviewer
recorded the number of events of patient non-compliance with physician
recommendations documented in each note. Correlation between the average
number of word tags specific for patient non-compliance per note as determined
by PACT with the number of events of patient non-compliance per note
abstracted by the manual review was estimated using linear regression.
For clinical outcome-level validation index of non-compliance was calculated
for 4,415 patients who had a primary care physician at one of four Brigham and
Women's Hospital outpatient clinics who had either one billing code of diabetes
mellitus (ICD-9-CM code of 250.xx), one serum glucose value > 199 mg/dL or
one hemoglobin A IC measurement of any value; patients with more than one
billing code of a neoplasm (ICD-9-CM codes between 140.xx and 239.xx) were
excluded 4. These patients were then stratified into quartiles according to the value
of their index of non-compliance and the average number of annual Emergency
Department visits was calculated for each quartile using the encounter data.
4 Our hypothesis was that patients who do not follow their physicians recommendations are more likely to
visit the Emergency Department. This relationship was unlikely to hold for patients with malignant
neoplasms as their clinical course is frequently suboptimal despite maximum medical interventions.
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3. Qualitative Characteristics
In order to increase the power of evaluation of sensitivity and specificity of
PACT results we used patient populations at high risk for the characteristics that
PACT identifies. Specifically, for evaluation of PACT identification of patients
with a documented diagnosis of diabetes, hypertension or overweight we used a
population of all adult patients of four primary care practices at BWH with at least
one of the following:
a. A billing ICD-9-CM code of 250.xx (diabetes mellitus)
b. A serum glucose measurement > 200 mg/dL
c. A measurement (of any value) of hemoglobin A C level
While each of these criteria identifies patients at high risk for diabetes mellitus
they are not highly specific, and the overall prevalence of diabetes mellitus in this
population was c. 30%.
The thresholds for identification of patients with each of the diagnoses using
PACT were determined empirically and are detailed in Table 3. At least two ICD-
9-CM billing codes over a two-year period (2002-2003) were required to establish
the diagnoses using billing code data - a commonly accepted standard 31. The
following billing ICD-9-CM codes were used to establish the diagnoses:
a. Diabetes mellitus: 250.xx
b. Hypertension: 401.xx
c. Overweight: 278.0x
For each of the diseases, 150 patients records were randomly selected for
comparison between PACT, billing code data and manual review. The patient
records were reviewed by a board-certified internist (Alexander Turchin) who was
blinded to the results of both PACT and billing code analysis. To ensure
comparability between PACT and billing code data, only notes over the same
two-year period were used for PACT analysis. The entire chart (including
physician-maintained problem list not scanned by PACT as well as notes outside
of the date range studied) was used in manual review to determine whether the
patient had the disease during the period of the study to establish the "gold
standard". For example, if the diagnosis of diabetes or hypertension was
documented in the notes in 2001 (i.e. one year prior to the beginning of the study
period) but not in the notes in 2002-2003, the patient was still recorded as having
the diagnosis because neither of this conditions typically resolves over one year
except under extraordinary circumstances.
Statistics
Kappa statistic was used to evaluate agreement between the PACT analysis and
manual chart review32. McNemar's test was used to determine statistical significance of
the difference in performance between PACT and billing code analysis with respect to
qualitative patient characteristics3 3. Linear regression was used to estimate correlation
between PACT index of non-compliance and the results of manual chart review.
Student's t-test was used to determine the statistical significance of the difference
between average number of annual Emergency Department visits for patients in different
quartiles with respect to index of non-compliance.
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IRB
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by Partners Human Research
Committee.
Results
Quantitative Characteristics
Speed
To determine the speed of the PACT vitals tool, the tool was used to scan notes of
primary care providers of patients with diabetes. PACT processed 293,037 notes totaling
10,713,499 lines and 476.1 MB5 in 1,613 seconds, with an average speed of 6.5x10 5
notes / hour or 1.04 GB of text / hour.
Blood Pressure Accuraccy
The breakdown of validation of PACT extraction of blood pressure by manual
chart review is given in Figure 2. Both PACT and manual chart review detected the same
lowest blood pressure value in 52.3% of the notes; PACT reported a different lowest
blood pressure value from manual chart review in 2.7% of the notes; PACT did not detect
blood pressure reported by the manual chart review in 1.7% of the notes; both PACT and
manual chart review did not detect a blood pressure value in 43.3% of the notes. There
were no cases of a false positive report of a blood pressure value by PACT. Overall
PACT and manual chart reviewed gave the same results for 95.5% of the notes. PACT
sensitivity for detection of blood pressure was 95.2% (95% confidence interval 92.7% to
97.6%) and specificity 100% (95% confidence interval 99.4% to 100%). K statistic for
agreement between PACT and manual chart review was 0.91 (p < 0.0001 that K > 0.8)
which represents excellent agreement.
Height Accuracy
The breakdown of validation of PACT extraction of height values by manual
chart review is given in Figure 3. Both PACT and manual chart review detected the same
height value in 32.3% of the notes; PACT did not detect height reported by the manual
chart review in 4.4% of the notes; PACT reported a height value not actually documented
in the note in 0.6% of the notes; both PACT and manual chart review did not detect a
height value in 62.7% of the notes. There were no cases of a disagreement on the actual
value between PACT and manual chart review when both reported a height value.
Overall PACT and manual chart reviewed reported the same results for 94.5% of the
notes. PACT sensitivity for detection of height was 87.9% (95% confidence interval
82.9% to 93.0%) and specificity 99.0% (95% confidence interval 97.5% to 100%). K
statistic for agreement between PACT and manual chart review was 0.89 (p = 0.01 that K
> 0.8) which represents excellent agreement.
5 220 bytes was used as the definition of one MB (megabyte) and 20 bytes was used as the definition of one
GB (gigabyte)
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* BP documented by
both PACT and
manual review
* Disagreement in
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Figure 2.
Validation of blood pressure extraction by PACT by manual chart review
Figure 3.
Validation of height extraction by PACT by manual chart review
Weight Accuracy
The breakdown of validation of PACT extraction of weight values by manual
chart review is given in Figure 4. Both PACT and manual chart review detected the same
weight value in 71.3% of the notes; PACT reported a different weight value from the one
abstracted by manual chart review in 1.3% of the notes; PACT did not detect weight
reported by the manual chart review in 5.0% of the notes; PACT reported a weight value
not actually documented in the note in 1.9% of the notes; both PACT and manual chart
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review did not detect a weight value in 21.9% of the notes. Overall PACT and manual
chart reviewed reported the same results for 91.9% of the notes. PACT sensitivity for
detection of weight was 91.8% (95% confidence interval 87.6% to 96.1%) and specificity
92.1% (95% confidence interval 87.9% to 96.3%). K statistic for agreement between
PACT and manual chart review was 0.79 which represents excellent agreement.
BMI Accttracv
The breakdown of validation of PACT extraction of BMI values by manual chart
review is given in Figure 5. Both PACT and manual chart review detected the same
weight value in 20.9% of the notes; PACT reported a different weight value from the one
abstracted by manual chart review in 1.3% of the notes; both PACT and manual chart
review did not detect a BMI value in 79.1 % of the notes. There were no cases of
disagreement between PACT and manual chart review. PACT sensitivity for detection of
BMI was 100% (95% confidence interval 98.8% to 100%) and specificity 100% (95%
confidence interval 98.8 to 100%). K statistic for agreement between PACT and manual
chart review was 1.0 which represents excellent agreement.
Figure 4.
Validation of weight extraction by PACT by manual chart review
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Figure 5.
Validation of BMI extraction by PACT by manual chart review
Semi-Quantitative Characteristics
Speed
To evaluate the speed of the PACT non-compliance tool, the tool was used to
scan notes of primary care providers of patients with diabetes. PACT processed 293,037
notes totaling 10,713,499 lines and 476.1 MB in 1193 seconds, with an average speed of
8.8x 105 notes / hour or 1.4 GB of text / hour.
Accuracy
On the sentence level, 150 randomly selected sentences reported by PACT to
contain word tags specific for patient non-compliance with physician recommendations
were reviewed. Documentation of non-compliance was confirmed on review for 140
sentences, resulting in a positive predictive value of 93.3% (95% confidence interval
89.3% to 97.3%).
On the patient level, a total of 286 notes of 30 randomly selected patients were
manually reviewed in a blinded fashion. Pearson correlation coefficient between the
PACT-generated index of non-compliance and manually abstracted number of
documented instances of non-adherence to physician recommendations per note was 0.64
(p = 0.0001).
Correlation with Outcomes
4,415 patients in four primary care clinics of Brigham and Women's Hospital
were stratified into quartiles according to the PACT index of non-compliance. Patients in
the first quartile had less than 0.055 non-compliance word tags per note and patients in
the fourth quartile had more than 0.203 non-compliance word tags per note. The annual
frequency of Emergency Department visits was then calculated for patients in each
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quartile (Figure 6). Patients in the fourth quartile were found to have almost twice as
many annual ED visits (1.15 visits / year) than patients in the first quartile (0.65 visits /
year); this difference was highly statistically significant (p = 7 x 10-18).
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Figure 6.
Distribution of frequency of Emergency Department visits by quartiles of the
number of non-compliance word tags per note.
Qualitative Characteristics
Speed
The speed of diagnosis detection by PACT was assessed on the example of the
diabetes tool. PACT processed 2,295,461 notes totaling 102,832,425 lines and 4.3 GB in
11679 seconds, with an average speed of 7.1x10 ' notes / hour or 1.3 GB of text / hour.
Accuracy
The results of the evaluation of diagnosis identification by PACT and billing data
as compared to the manual chart review are found in Table 4. Sensitivity of PACT ranged
between 74.2 and 96.2% and was invariably substantially higher than that of billing data
analysis. Specificity of PACT ranged from 85.9% to 100% and was usually the same or
comparable to the billing data analysis.
K statistics for agreement between PACT-based diagnosis and manual chart
review are listed in Table 5. The agreement for diabetes and hypertension had K statistics
> 0.75 (excellent agreement) while agreement for overweight had a K of 0.67 (substantial
agreement).
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Table 4.
Diagnosis Identification by PACT vs. Billing Data Analysis
Disease Test PACT Billing p value
Diabetes Sensitivity 96.2% 76.9% 0.024
Specificity 98.0% 98.0%
Hypertension Sensitivity 90.7% 74.4% 0.078
Specificity 85.9% 92.2%
Overweight Sensitivity 74.2% 14.4%
Specificity 100% 100%
Table 5.
Agreement between PACT and Manual Chart Review
Disease IC p-value that K > 0.75
Diabetes 0.94 < 0.001
Hypertension 0.77 0.053
Overweight 0.67 N/A
Discussion
The goal of this project was to respond to an acute need in Medical Informatics -
to develop a tool that could rapidly, reliably and cheaply extract clinical information from
free text physician notes. Clinical investigators and hospital administrators in need of
structured patient data that could be used for research, quality of care monitoring or
clinical decision support, often find themselves in the position of Coleridge's Ancient
Mariner: there is "water, water everywhere, nor any drop to drink." The information they
need is at their fingertips: hospitals and outpatient clinics throughout the country are
sitting on terabytes of invaluable medical data locked in the free text of physician notes,
unable to use it due to a void in technology.
PACT successfully fills this void. We have demonstrated in this project that it is
possible to develop a suite of easily portable and adaptable software tools that can extract
clinical data from free text documents with high speed and accuracy.
A number of other processors for free-text clinical documents have been
developed. These have primarily followed two main technical approaches: Boolean
keyword search 34 ' 35 and natural language parsers6 ' 17. 36. The Boolean keyword search
approach can be used for focused queries. It is very fast, particularly with modern
database engines. However, it lacks any information about the remainder of the clinical
document and therefore typically unable to process qualifiers (e.g. negations). It has been
applied successfully to relatively highly structured documents like radiology reports
(which have an "Impression" section that summarizes the radiologist's conclusion)34 but
its performance on more complex clinical records has been less optimal'5, 35. Natural
language parsers are typically implemented using symbolic methods based on a
combination of syntactic and semantic grammars. Their undisputed advantage is the
ability to extract all information from the document not limited by a particular query. On
the other hand, the sheer complexity of this task frequently leads to lower accuracy; they
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are also usually slow, rendering them inadequate for operational use, and expensive (if
commercial) or unavailable to users other than their designers (if academic).
In developing PACT we sought to draw on the advantages of both techniques.
Similarly to Boolean keyword search systems, PACT is designed to answer specific
queries. This allows us to avoid complete syntactic and semantic parsing and leads to a
over 100-fold advantage in speed over the natural language parsers. Unlike the Boolean
keyword search systems, PACT uses sentences rather than the entire clinical documents
as the search units. This permits detection of negative qualifiers - a technique that has
previously only been implemented in the natural language parsers, and leads to a
substantially improved accuracyl6. Additionally, programmatic control of Perl and
greater compactness, readability and flexibility of Perl regular expressions compared to
Boolean syntax allowed queries for very complex patterns representing different possible
syntactic structures of the same message - a feature, again, previously only possible in
natural language parsers.
We have tested the PACT paradigm on three classes of clinical data: quantitative
(e.g. vital signs), semi-quantitative (patient compliance) and qualitative (presence of a
particular diagnosis). PACT performed well in all three categories.
Sensitivity and specificity of detection of quantitative clinical data varied from
88% to 1009%, and from 92% to 100% respectively. Mistakes were usually made in
syntactically complex sentences, for example "Ht and Today's Wt (vital signs): 74.75
in/1 98#"'.
PACT analysis of semi-quantitative clinical data - index of patient non-
compliance -- was validated on three levels: sentence-wise, patient-wise and correlation
with clinical outcomes. Positive predictive value of non-compliance concept
identification by PACT at the sentence level was 93%; index of non-compliance
calculated by PACT correlated highly with the number of documented instances of non-
compliance abstracted from the patient record by an independent reviewer. Importantly,
patients with a higher index of non-compliance calculated by PACT were shown to have
50% more Emergency Department visits per year than patients with lower index of non-
compliance, confirming clinical relevance of the data extracted from the physician notes.
Performance of PACT in identification of patients with a particular diagnosis was
to a significant extent related to underlying clinical characteristics of the disease. PACT
performed best on the example of diabetes mellitus - a relatively well-defined, constant
and treatable condition that can lead to a large number of complications and is therefore
well documented in physician notes. Hypertension represents as substantially more labile
condition whose main parameter - blood pressure - can be non-specifically elevated in
cases of physical or emotional distress, leading in turn to decreased specificity of
documentation of the diagnosis in the notes. Obesity, on the other hand, is characterized
by the lack of effective treatment options. Consequently, despite the ease of diagnosis
and the potential for numerous complications, it is seldom addressed during patients'
visits37 leading to the decreased sensitivity of PACT analysis. However, while imperfect,
detection of the diagnosis of obesity by PACT compares very favorably to the traditional
method of diagnosis detection - billing codes - since a disease that cannot be treated is
billed for even less frequently than it is mentioned in the notes.
The ultimate goal of the development of PACT was to design a tool that could be
also be used by other institutions and possibly for other queries. PACT was written in
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Perl - an interpreted programming language that has been ported to all major operating
systems (UNIX / Linux, Windows and Mac OS). It therefore requires minimal changes
(mostly related to the format of the record separators in the text file containing physician
notes and possibly accommodations for local differences in the medical vernacular3 8) for
implementation in a different healthcare facility. Adaptation to a different query should
also involve only small changes to the algorithm (primarily to the characteristic-specific
negative qualifiers).
While a significant improvement over the existing techniques, PACT has its
limitations. It is well known that a large fraction of patients with diabetes and
hypertension have not had their diagnosis established medically, and therefore not
documented in the notes; these patients would be missed by the tool. PACT is also not
suitable for simultaneous identification of multiple diagnoses; this task is best handled by
tools that implement comprehensive ontologies and complete lexical and syntactic
parsing.
In summary, PACT is a highly accurate, rapid tool for identification of patient
characteristics through analysis of free text physician notes in the electronic medical
record. PACT can be used for investigations of quality of care in a specific healthcare
facility, by researchers looking to identify potential subjects for a study, or to provide
basis for clinical decision support. PACT can be easily adapted to a different healthcare
facility or for detection of a different disease. It represents an important advance in the
field, and we plan to continue to develop this concept further to improve its performance
and functionality.
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